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Intel® Mobile Public Roadmap - Business 2017

Intel® Xeon™ Processors

Intel® Xeon™ processors: E3-1535M v6, E3-1505M v6

Intel® Core™ i7 Processors

7th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 vPro™ processors: i7-7920HQ, i7-7820HQ, i7-7660U, i7-7600U, i7-7Y75

Intel® Core™ i5 Processors

7th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 vPro™ processors: i5-7440HQ, i5-7360U, i5-7300U, i5-7Y57

Intel® Core™ i3 Processors

7th Generation Intel® Core™ i3 processors: i3-7100H, i3-7100U

Intel® Pentium® and Celeron® Processors

Intel® Pentium® Gold processors: 4415U, 4415Y, 4410Y
Intel® Pentium® Processors: N3710
Intel® Celeron® processors: 3965U, 3865U, 3965Y, N3610, N3060, N3010

Intel® Core™ m Processors

Intel® Core m3™ processors: m3-7Y32, m3-7Y30